Abstract-Partly dependent tasks (PDTs) scheduling with multi-objective optimization in cloud computing is an NP-hard problem. Taking the quality of service (QoS) requirements of users that use cloud computing into account, we set the cost and time requirements of handling the PDTs as the multiple objectives and present an improved algorithm based on the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) to find the Pareto optimal set of the PDTs scheduling. In this paper, the similar task order crossover (STOX) operator is applied to make the evolution more efficient while the shift mutation operator is applied in the process of evolution to avoid the premature convergence. In addition, we present a new method named self-adapting crowding distance (SCD) operator, which can improve the diversity of individuals in the Pareto-optimal front. The simulation results and analysis show that the proposed algorithm performs better than NSGA-II in maintaining the diversity and the distribution of the Pareto-optimal solutions in the cloud PDTs scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a new commercial network computing mode, cloud computing has attracted many users' attention because of its good performance in processing large dataset. Besides focusing on computational efficiency and throughput, the cloud computing service provider pays more attention to user experience since the users pay for the storage and computing resources when they apply for the cloud computing service [1] [2] .
The users don't care about how the tasks they submitted were processed, it makes the relations between the tasks more complicated than those in the traditional distributed system [3] [4] . Previous studies are mostly based on independent tasks scheduling [5] [6] or workflow tasks scheduling [7] [8] , but these kinds of models can't simulate the complicated relations between the tasks in the cloud computing environment.
Moreover, for most users, the cost and the time consumed when their tasks are processed in the data center of the cloud computing service provider are the two most important factors of their interest. There are many researches about getting the extreme value in one aspect by setting a limit in another. However, these kinds of researches tend to neglect the fact that the users may not have clear impressions on their budgets about the time or financial cost, it may be impractical to request the users to submit definite limitations, and it may be much better if the service provider can offer the users some solutions so they can choose one which is appropriate for them in both aspects of the requirements of time and cost. Obviously, the results of researches mentioned earlier can't meet the requirement.
In this paper, we introduce a new scheduling model, that is the partly dependent tasks (PDTs) scheduling model [9] , and the PDTs are composed of independent tasks and workflow tasks. In order to get a solution fulfilling the demands of both the time consumption and the financial cost budgets of the PDTs scheduling, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [10] [11] is applied in the process of task scheduling. However, this density-based algorithm doesn't converge fast in finding the Pareto-optimal front, moreover, the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front are not well distributed. As a consequence the similar task order crossover (STOX) [12] , shift mutation [13] and self-adapting crowding distance (SCD) operators are adopted in the improved NSGA-II to settle these problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the scheduling model with the fitness function which is mainly about the time consumption and financial cost of processing the PDTs. In Section III, we introduce the NSGA-II and present an improved algorithm based on it, we apply both of the algorithms to the PDTs scheduling. Section IV compares the experimental results of the two algorithms and evaluates their performance. Section V concludes the paper and discusses some future work.
II. SCHEDULING MODEL

A. Mathematical Model
The PDTs model is an abstract representation of tasks processed in the cloud environment, and we can use directed acyclic graph (DAG) to describe it. For a DAG Generally, the greater the ) ( i V ability is, the higher the ) ( i V price is. As shown in Fig. 1 , the tasks from 0 T to 7 T form a simple workflow while the tasks 8 T and 9 T are independent tasks. All the tasks above and the relations between them compose the PDTs model. How to allocate the tasks in a PDTs model to the virtual machines in a cluster is an NP-hard problem. In this paper we will take the time consumption and financial cost as the objectives in the multi-objective optimization of PDTs scheduling.
For every task node in the PDTs model, it has to meet the following conditions before it can be processed.
(1) All the direct predecessors of the task node have been completely processed. (2) The virtual machine that the task is allocated to should be free when the task need to be processed, or the task should have priority over other tasks if they are allocated to the virtual machine at the same time.
Obviously, the constraints between the tasks will affect the finish time of processing all the tasks in the PDTs model, so we should take these constraints into consideration when it comes to the time consumption. 
, m stands for the number of direct predecessor tasks of i T and n stands for the number of tasks that conflict with i T and have priority over it.
From (1) T consists of three parts, the first one is the computing time taken by i T when it is computed by the specified virtual machine, the second one is the waiting time spent by i T when it waits for the tasks in ) ( i T Pre to be completely processed, the last one is the waiting time consumed by i T when it waits for the tasks in ) ( i T Col to be completely processed. So we can describe ) ( i e T t by (2) as follows.
The result of )
stands for the first part of time consumption mentioned above, and the rest parts are described by ) ( i s T t in (1).
B. Fitness Function
This paper focuses on the multi-objective optimization of PDTs scheduling and the fitness function is mainly about the time consumption total t and financial cost total c of processing the PDTs. To simplify the problem of PDTs scheduling, some assumptions are made as follows.
(1) The tasks are non-preemptive. (2) A task can't be processed by multiple virtual machines simultaneously.
(3) When several tasks are allocated to a virtual machine at the same instant, the task having the highest priority will be processed first. (4) The greater the ) ( i V ability is, the higher the
is. (5) The tasks are computation-intensive, so we ignore the consumption of network transmission, the memory, and I/O requirements as well. With all the assumptions above, we can define the time consumption total t by the start time of the first processed task and the end time of the last processed task, as shown in (3).
As for the financial cost total c , we define it in (4) where i c means the cost of using the virtual machine that i T is allocated to per unit time and p is the number of tasks in the PDTs model.
For the users of cloud computing, what they care about is the minimum of time consumption and financial cost, but it's obvious that the two objectives are mutually constrained, so the fitness function is formed by the two factors together, as shown in (5).
C. Encoding
One of the most important procedures in the task scheduling of cloud computing is how the tasks are allocated to the virtual machines in the pool of computing resources [14] . For a PDTs scheduling model with p task nodes and q virtual machines, we describe it by a p q × matrix A where ij a represents the element at the i-th row and the j-th column of the matrix. We set 1 = ij a when i T is allocated to j V , otherwise we set
. Matrix A has some characteristics as follows. Firstly, it's certain that i T will be allocated to a virtual machine, so at least one element in the j-th column will be assigned to the value of 1. Secondly, according to the assumption (2) in section B of part II, so at most only one element in the j-th column can be assigned to the value of 1. Finally, as described in the assumption (3) in the section B of part II, more than one element in the i-th row can be assigned to the value of 1.
TABLE1.
Table1 shows an example of encoding which meets all the characteristics mentioned above. The matrix in the table will be used as the encoding of a chromosome involving in the following operators.
III. IMPROVED NSGA-II ALGORITHM It will be much better for the cloud computing users if the time consumption is shorter meanwhile the financial cost is lower. But we can see from the assumption (4) in the section B of part II that the time consumption and the financial cost are mutually constrained. In other words, the longer time consumption will lead to the lower financial cost. The time consumption and the financial cost can't achieve the minimum at the same time. In this paper, we will take the time consumption and the financial cost as the objectives and use NSGA-II to find the Pareto-optimal front of the PDTs scheduling problem.
As for the Pareto-optimal front, we should make it close to the real optimal solution set as much as possible, and as for the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front, we should make sure that they are distributed as evenly as possible. The traditional NSGA-II algorithm can find a Pareto-optimal front close to the real optimal solution set but it converges slow and the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front are not well distributed. For these disadvantages, we propose an improved algorithm based on NSGA-II in the PDTs scheduling problem.
A. Basic Algorithm
We set the encoding of the relationships between the tasks and the virtual machines in the PDTs model introduced in section C of part II as the encoding of the chromosomes in NSGA-II, and the fitness function described by (5) as the fitness function of the chromosomes in NSGA-II.
The basic steps of NSGA-II are as follows.
Step1: Set the size of the population as M, the maximum evolution generation as maxGen and the current generation index as gen, initialize the population P(gen).
Step2: Choose the chromosomes in P(gen) to perform crossover and mutation operation and generate the new population Q(gen).
Step3: Merge P(gen) with Q(gen) to form R(gen), and do the fast non-dominated sorting in R(gen), the chromosomes are divided into several ranks.
Step4: Calculate the crowding distance for the chromosomes in each rank and sort them according to the ascending order of the crowding distance.
Step5: Select the top M chromosomes in R(gen) into P(gen+1) according to the rank and crowding distance of the chromosomes in R(gen).
Step6: Set gen=gen+1, if gen<maxGen, go to Step2, otherwise go to Step7.
Step7: Take the chromosomes in P(gen) as the individuals in Pareto-optimal front.
B. Improved Strategies
As mentioned above, the disadvantages of the traditional NSGA-II when it is applied to the PDTs scheduling problem are caused by different reasons. We will analyze the reasons and propose improved strategies in the following parts of this paper.
The PDTs scheduling in cloud computing is NP-hard, and the relations between the tasks in the PDTs model are so complex that the traditional NSGA-II algorithm converges slow when it is applied to the problem. Actually, the NSGA-II algorithm tries to find the Pareto-optimal front by retaining the genes of high quality in the chromosomes which will go through the evolution by being chosen to take part in the crossover operation and the mutation operation. Generally, the chromosomes are chosen with certain probability to take part in the single-point crossover and single-point mutation, but these strategies can't retain the excellent genetic fragments to the maximum extent so that the algorithm converges slow. We propose the strategy named STOX to improve the performance of the crossover operator in NSGA-II. STOX can make the algorithm converge faster, but it may lead the algorithm to converging to the local optimal solution. To avoid this situation, we will use the shift mutation strategy.
Another issue needed to be resolved is that the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front are not well distributed. In the PDTs scheduling problem, the time consumption and the financial cost are the two objectives that have different dimensions which causes the enormous value gap between the two objectives, and it will have an adverse effect on computing of the crowding distance because the crowding distance is defined as the sum of the distances between the individual and its two adjacent individuals in the Pareto-optimal front while the distances are determined by the aspects of the two objectives. Therefore we will introduce the self-adapting crowding distance parameter to the computing of the crowding distance to weaken the adverse effect caused by the different dimensions so that the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front are well distributed.
(1) Crossover Strategy STOX is based on SJOX (Similar Job Order Crossover) [12] , it will reserve the similar gene fragments in the chromosomes taking part in the crossover operation so that the offspring can inherit the excellent genetic fragments from the parents and the algorithm can converge faster. However, the encoding of the PDTs scheduling problem is different from the one-dimensional 0-1 encoding, so we propose the STOX which is improved on the basis of the SJOX with corresponding measures for the PDTs scheduling problem. For an illustrative purpose, we will take a PDTs scheduling model with 10 tasks and 3 virtual machines for example as follows. Two column index positions in the coding matrix of the chromosome will be chosen randomly by the shift mutation operator as the starting point and ending point respectively, as for the gene fragments between the starting point and ending point, they will be shift end to end with a step size. We still use the PDTs scheduling model above to illustrate this operator with the step size set to 1 as follows. In the self-adapting crowding distance (SCD) operator, we define the self-adapting crowding distance parameter (SCDP) as the quotient of two operands, one is the maximum gap value of two adjacent individuals in the aspect of the sub-objective time consumption, the other is the maximum gap value of two individuals in the aspect of the sub-objective financial cost. In particular, we'd like to highlight that the boundary values of each rank are not included in the maximum gap values, and we use a variable to count the times that the SCDP doesn't change during the evolution, once the times exceed a certain number such as 5% of the maximum evolution generation, we will believe that the algorithm may converges to the local optimal solution and we should increase the crossover probability and the mutation probability by 0.01 until they reach their respective upper limits. The count variable, as well as the crossover probability and the mutation probability, will be reset if the SCDP changes in the new generation. When we calculate the crowding distance of the individuals at the end of the revolution of each generation, the sub-objective in the denominator of the fraction will be multiplied by the SCDP to weaken the adverse effect caused by the different dimensions of the sub-objectives so that the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front will be well distributed.
Actually, the SCDP is calculated during the Step4 in section A of part III, and it is implemented in the following steps.
Step1: Initialize all the variables including maxCount, maxPc and maxPm, which respectively represent the upper limit of the counter, the crossover probability and the mutation probability. If it is the first generation, set the initial value of the SCDP to 1, otherwise set it with the value of SCDP in the previous generation.
Step2: Calculate the new SCDP in the current generation, if it isn't equal to the SCDP of the previous generation, reset the variables of the counter, the crossover probability and the mutation probability, go to Step6, otherwise, increase the value of the counter by 1.
Step3: If the counter doesn't reach its upper limit, go to Step6, otherwise, go to Step4.
Step4: If the crossover probability reaches its upper limit, go to Step5, otherwise, increase the crossover probability by 0.01.
Step5: If the mutation probability reaches its upper limit, go to Step6, otherwise, increase the mutation probability by 0.01.
Step6: Go outside of the procedure of calculating the SCDP.
The specific steps are shown in Fig. 6 . As mentioned above, the procedure of calculating the SCDP is embedded in the step4 in section A of part III, and the variables such as gen, count, pc and pm are defined outside the procedure.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the performance of the improved NSGA-II when applied to the PDTs scheduling problem, we compare it with the traditional NSGA-II in the aspects of the ability of finding the Pareto-optimal solutions and the distribution of the Pareto-optimal solutions in the Pareto-optimal front. With regard to the ability of finding the Pareto-optimal solutions, we take the number of the non-repetitive Pareto-optimal solutions under the same population size and the same evolution generations as reference, obviously, the greater the number is, the more powerful the ability is. As for the distribution of the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front, we take the mean value and the stand deviation of the distances between every two adjacent solutions as reference, the mean value and the stand deviation should be smaller if we expect the individuals in the Pareto-optimal to get a better distribution in the Pareto-optimal front.
A. Performance Comparison
We can compare the performance mentioned above by analyzing the results of the simulation experiments. To get these results, we initialize the scheduling problem by setting a PDTs model with 10 task nodes and 8 virtual machine nodes, and when the algorithms are applied to solve the problem, we set the size of the population ranging from 100 to 500 with an interval value of 100, as well as the evolution generation. For every situation we run the program 50 times and get the average value of the performance mentioned above. Taking the situation with a population of 100 for example, its performance comparisons are shown as follows in Fig.7 and Fig. 8 . We can see from the figures that the improved algorithm behaves much better than the traditional algorithm under the same condition, which has a more powerful ability to find the non-repetitive Pareto-optimal solutions meanwhile the solutions in the Pareto-optimal front are better distributed.
Also, we can see that both the improved algorithm and the traditional algorithm behave better as the evolution generation increases when it ranges from 100 to 300, however, when the evolution generation is over 300, the results of the traditional algorithm show that its performance becomes slightly worse while the improved algorithm can avoid the atavism.
B. The Influence of Population Size on the Performance of the Algorithm
NSGA-II is essentially an evolutionary algorithm, both the population size and the evolution generation can influence the performance of the algorithm when it is applied to the task scheduling problem. As is shown in the section A of part IV, the improved algorithm behaves much better than the traditional algorithm when they are under the same population size and evolution generation. In this section we take the improved algorithm for example to show that how the algorithm behaves when the evolution generation is sufficient while the population size ranges from 100 to 500 with a step size of 100. Table2 shows the average values of the number of non-repetitive Pareto-optimal solutions, the mean value and the stand deviation of the distances between every two adjacent solutions when the improved algorithm is run 50 times with every different population size. We can see from the table that the population size has a strong influence on the performance, we should choose an appropriate population size according to the PDTs model's scale and make sure that the evaluation generation is sufficient, as opposed to the supposition that the bigger is the better, for there is a risk of atavism and also a waste of the computing resource and time. So it will be much better if we choose an appropriate population size and evaluation generation or set some limit values to have the computing stop automatically.
C. Pareto-optimal front Comparison
The advantages of the improved NSGA-II are not only reflected in the performance data above but also in the Pareto-optimal front. Actually the improved NSGA-II can get a Pareto-optimal front which is closer to the optimal solution than the traditional NSGA-II when they are under the same population size and evaluation generation. That means the user can get a solution which needs less time consumption or financial cost. Due to the large range in the aspect of financial cost, we only select a subset of the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front to generate a figure for illustrative purpose so that we can see the difference clearly as shown in Fig. 9 . The cloud PDTs are composed of independent tasks and workflow tasks, so the scheduling model is more complicated. In order to find the optimal solutions, we apply the traditional NSGA-II algorithm to this problem and propose an improved algorithm based on it by adopting the STOX, shift mutation and SCD operator. We can see from the simulation experiment that the improved NSGA-II can get a much better Pare-to optimal front than the traditional one in the aspects of the number of non-repetitive Pareto-optimal solutions, the distributions of the individuals in the Pareto-optimal front and the degree of approaching the optimal front when they are under the same population size and evolution generation.
In this paper we are just concerned with the time consumption and financial cost happening in the task computing, however, the data centers of the cloud service providers must consider the bandwidth delay and other issues that may happen in the scheduling procedure. Therefore, the objectives should be more than what we have paid attention to. In the future, we will do further researches on a more complete objective mechanism and simulate with more multi-objective optimization algorithms to check the comparison results.
